Conference on the future direction of the Harmonized System

Classification of equipment with different functions and sets for retail sale using GIR 3
Equipment with different functions

- Heartbeat measuring equipment (Chapter 90) which also works as a watch (Chapter 91)
Equipment with different functions

- Balance (heading 84.23) with body composition analyser (Chapter 90)
Equipment with different functions

- Shower panel (heading 84.81) with hydromassage (heading 90.19)
Sets for retail sale

- ‘Bathroom set’ consisting of various items such as shower gel, bubble bath, wash soap, body lotion or a combination of shampoo, face cream and hand cream, etc. and also of articles to be used with them such as a sponge or a flannel.
Sets for retail sale

- ‘Bathroom set’ containing various toilet preparations (for example, shower gel, soap, bath salt and body lotion) and a tea light candle of a negligible value, put up for retail sale in a paper box
Sets for retail sale

- ‘Bathroom set’ consisting of wash items (such as shower gel, soap) and additional items which are to be used separately such as slippers, hand mirrors, hair brushes, decorative candles, etc.
Sets for retail sale

- ‘Tiramisu set’ containing (in addition to other ingredients) a relative proportion of Marsala wine which is to be used for the preparation of tiramisu
Sets for retail sale

- ‘Christmas gift basket’ consisting of different goods, for example: cheese, wine, champagne or liqueurs, tea, jam, olive oil, honey, paté, spices, fruits, etc.
Sets for retail sale

• ‘Coffee set’ put up together for retail sale in plastic wrapping and comprising: flavoured (aromatic) instant coffee powder, cinnamon sticks, a small metal grater of stainless steel, a metal container with a lid (containing coffee powder), a ceramic mug
Thank you for your attention!